Long-culm mutations with dominant genes are induced by mPing transposon in rice.
Development of semidwarf rice cultivars contributed to the epoch of high yielding crops called the 'Green Revolution'. However, over-reliance on semidwarf rice also has intrinsic limitations to supply food for an ever expanding world population. As a solution to the food supply problem, we propose the development of 'tall dwarf' rice cultivars that are characterized by increased biomass with long culms or large grains. However, genetic studies on the elongation of rice culms have remained scarce. This study seeks to analyze mutant genes involved in culm elongation in long-culm mutants induced by the MITE transposon mPing, which has been shown to be active in the japonica cultivar Gimbozu. Through analysis of the experimental results, we have confirmed that the three mutant long-culm genes exhibit genetic dominance. These represent rare cases of artificially induced dominant mutations. It is very likely that the mPing transposons played an important role in inducing the dominant mutations and also play an evolutionary interesting role.